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DISCLAIMER: Throughout this study, any reference
to “Cloud Paks” is meant to refer to all IBM Cloud Pak
solutions, including IBM Cloud Pak for Data, IBM
Cloud Pak for Business Automation, IBM Cloud Pak
for Watson AIOps, IBM Cloud Pak for Integration,
IBM Cloud Pak for Network Automation, and IBM
Cloud Pak for Security.
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Executive Summary
As emerging technology like artificial intelligence (AI), automation, machine learning (ML),
and internet of things (IoT) becomes the new norm, the traditional SKU-based economy
that has existed for the past 39 years is quickly giving way to an economy of “building
blocks,” measured around value creation, network effects and co-innovation.1 Modern tech
organizations must align themselves to the right partners that can provide the technology
and sales support needed to take these new solutions to market.

IBM Cloud Paks are pre-certified containerized
software built on Red Hat OpenShift designed to help

KEY STATISTICS

organizations build, modernize, and manage
applications securely across any environment. By
embedding or extending Cloud Paks technology, IBM
independent software vendors (ISVs) can acquire the
flexibility and agility needed to quickly serve a
growing customer base with diverse infrastructure
needs across various stages of cloud maturity.
IBM commissioned Forrester Consulting to conduct a
Total Economic Impact™ (TEI) study to examine the
potential business opportunity and return on
investment (ROI) ISV partners may realize by
building on and scaling their applications with IBM
Cloud Paks. The purpose of this study is to provide
potential and existing partners with a framework to

Expected acceleration in
revenue growth

Faster development
cycles

200%

3x

to have a strategic partner who could help them scale
their businesses, both from a technology and go-tomarket standpoint. To illustrate the financial impact
and subsequent business opportunity for partners,
Forrester aggregated the characteristics of these
interviewed partners and combined the results into a

evaluate the potential business opportunity

single composite organization.

associated with building, managing, and scaling

KEY FINDINGS

applications with IBM Cloud Paks.

Expected benefits. The composite ISV partner

To better understand the revenue streams,

organization expects to experience the following

investments, and risks associated with building on or

benefits once it has fully leveraged the go-to-market

scaling applications with IBM Cloud Paks, Forrester

and technology advantages of Cloud Paks:

interviewed 10 existing partners with experience
going to market with an application embedding and/or
extending Cloud Paks technology. Prior to adopting
IBM Cloud Paks, ISVs deployed their applications
across a diverse base of hybrid, multi-cloud
customers, which proved to be a complex and
expensive task. Additionally, most ISVs worked with
a handful of customers before recognizing the need
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200% expected acceleration in revenue
growth. All interviewed ISVs invested heavily in
generating differentiated applications leveraging
technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI),
big data, and machine learning. Initially, these
partners focused on landing and expanding their
applications within only a small handful of
customers as they lacked the install base and
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

operational resources to quickly scale across a

applications on Cloud Paks could be deployed on

wider customer base. However, with the IBM

any environment. Consequently, ISVs slashed

partnership, these ISVs gained access to IBM’s

deployment cycles from an average of three to

customer and ecosystem contacts and go-to-

four months down to just two to four weeks.

market resources, which they expect to
significantly increase deal flow over the next 12

Expected uplift in
conversion rate

months.


3x faster development cycles. Prior to adopting

30%

Cloud Paks, ISVs painstakingly made
integrations into individual customers’ back-end
systems, a process that took weeks to months
depending on the size and complexity of the
customer’s environment. With Cloud Paks, ISVs
leveraged IBM’s prebuilt connectors and
integrations into third party databases and
systems to accelerate time to market and reduce
the operational burden associated with custom
integrations. In the rare case where IBM did not
have an existing integration, ISVs were still able
to work closely with the IBM engineering team in
jointly developing data connectors and new use
case modules.





30% expected uplift in conversion rate and
76% expected acceleration of sales cycle.
ISVs noted that the addition of Cloud Paks to
their existing applications fundamentally changed
the value proposition of their solutions. Instead of
a standalone application that may have prompted
concerns over continued financial or developer
backing, ISVs could now sell a “better together”
story combining joint development efforts with the
certification and financial commitment of IBM.
Because of this change, ISVs expect to have a
much easier time reassuring prospects of the

Faster time to
deployment

reliability, scalability, security, performance, and

83%

working with IBM sales and field teams to

83% faster time to deployment. Cloud Paks
ISV partners benefitted from more rapid
deployments as a result of containerizing their
applications and deploying across any hybrid
cloud environment using Red Hat OpenShift
technology. Instead of hiring for and
operationalizing resources specialized in onpremises or cloud infrastructure, ISVs could
avoid dealing with the infrastructure layer of the

ongoing support of their solutions. At the time of
the interviews, ISVs were in the process of
develop and deliver this joint go-to-market
messaging and expect the new approach and
value proposition to result in shorter sales cycles
and higher win rates on deals.

Expected acceleration
of sales cycle

78%

application stack altogether knowing that
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TEI FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
From the information provided in the interviews,
Forrester constructed a Total Economic Impact™
framework for those ISV partners considering
building and growing with IBM Cloud Paks.
The objective of the framework is to identify the
revenue streams, investments, flexibility, and risk
factors that affect the investment decision. Forrester
took a multistep approach to evaluate the holistic
opportunity for partners building and growing as a
certified partner for IBM Cloud Paks.

DUE DILIGENCE
Interviewed IBM Cloud Paks stakeholders and
Forrester analysts to gather data relative to the
investment decision.

PARTNER INTERVIEWS
Interviewed 10 decision-makers at ISV
organizations certified with Cloud Paks to obtain
data with respect to investments, revenue
streams, and risks.

COMPOSITE ORGANIZATION
Designed a composite partner organization
based on characteristics of the interviewed
organizations.

FINANCIAL MODEL FRAMEWORK
Constructed a financial model representative of
the interviews using the TEI methodology and
DISCLOSURES

risk-adjusted the financial model based on

Readers should be aware of the following:

issues and concerns of the interviewed

This study is commissioned by IBM Cloud Paks and
delivered by Forrester Consulting. It is not meant to be
used as a competitive analysis.
Forrester makes no assumptions as to the potential ROI
that other organizations will receive. Forrester strongly
advises that readers use their own estimates within the
framework provided in the study to determine the
appropriateness of an investment in building and growing
an application with IBM Cloud Paks.

organizations.

CASE STUDY
Employed four fundamental elements of TEI in
modeling the impact of building and growing
with IBM Cloud Paks: revenue, investments,
flexibility, and risks. Given the increasing
sophistication of ROI analyses related to IT

IBM Cloud Paks reviewed and provided feedback to
Forrester, but Forrester maintains editorial control over
the study and its findings and does not accept changes to
the study that contradict Forrester’s findings or obscure
the meaning of the study.

investments, Forrester’s TEI methodology

IBM Cloud Paks provided the partner names for the
interviews but did not participate in the interviews.

information on the TEI methodology.
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provides a complete picture of the total
economic impact of investment and partnership
decisions. Please see Appendix A for additional
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The IBM Cloud Paks Partner Journey
Drivers of the partnership

To understand the revenues streams, investments, and outcomes for a Cloud Paks ISV, Forrester conducted indepth-interviews with 10 current Cloud Paks ISVs of various sizes, operating regions, and avenues of engaging
with IBM, as depicted by the table below:

Interviewed Organizations
Size

Region

Engagement model

Interviewee

<100 employees

EMEA

Extend

N/A

100 to 1000 employees

APAC

Extend

N/A

1000 to 5000 employees

Global

Extend

Vice president of sales

100 to 1000 employees

Global

Extend

CEO

1000 to 5000 employees

Global

Extend

Senior vice president

<100 employees

North America

Extend

CEO

<100 employees

North America

Extend

Chief operations officer

100 to 1000 employees

Global

Extend

Head of strategic alliances

<100 employees

EMEA

Embed

Chief marketing officer

<100 employees

North America

Embed

Vice president of alliances

PARTNER GOALS, CHALLENGES, AND DRIVERS
Interviewed partners varied in size and included both
regional and global organizations with unique

cut deployment times, reduce technology
implementation costs, and refocus their
engineering efforts towards the future product

intellectual property (IP) that often leveraged AI,
machine learning, big data, or other emerging
technologies. These organizations partnered with
IBM for several reasons, including:


Faster development and deployment cycles.
By aligning with Cloud Paks technology, which is
built on Red Hat OpenShift, organizations
avoided the need to understand and deploy
across the infrastructure layer and instead
leveraged Cloud Paks as an orchestration
platform to deploy seamlessly across any
environment. In doing so, organizations looked to
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“In the past, we were very attached
to a certain type of hardware,
certain type of CPU, certain type of
interface that was needed to
support a solution. And now, we
utilize orchestration tools rather
than being dependent on the
physical hardware sitting
underneath. That’s been a
tremendous benefit to us.”
Chief operations officer, NA ISV
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roadmap. Additionally, organizations leveraged





New technology use cases. Along with the

existing Cloud Paks integrations with market

development and deployment benefits of Cloud

leading technologies to further reduce the cost

Paks, several organizations at the time of the

and need for custom integrations. Overall,

interviews were exploring or in the process of

organizations that had manually built integrations

piloting new use cases leveraging unique IBM

for individual customers estimated that Cloud

capabilities embedded within the Cloud Paks. For

Paks helped reduce deployment cycles from an

example, some organizations that wanted to

average of three to four months down to two to

utilize more automation in their applications were

four weeks.

in the process of integrating IBM Process Mining
and IBM Robotic Process Automation into

Increased access to potential buyers. Half of

existing app workflows. These organizations

the ISVs interviewed for this study had fewer than

collaborated closely with Cloud Paks

100 employees and even several of the larger

development teams to jointly innovate these net-

ISVs had difficulty expanding beyond their local

new use cases.

markets. While all interviewed ISVs had unique
and valuable IP, few had the means to sell and
deploy their apps at scale. For these ISVs, the

“We’ve worked closely with over 40
IBM analysts who have
continuously shared feedback with
us and helped us bake in a
significant amount of automation
into our new architecture.”

partnership with IBM represented a viable and
powerful sales and marketing channel and
immediate access to a global install base of
potential customers. In addition to expanding the
breadth of prospective customers, ISVs also
mentioned improving the depth of access to

Chief marketing officer, EMEA ISV

customer contacts, including leveraging IBM
relationships to gain buy-in from key customer
stakeholders and accessing multiple business
lines in a single organization.

COMPOSITE ORGANIZATION
Based on the interviews, Forrester constructed a TEI

“Working with IBM allows us to
quickly accelerate into net-new
industries simply because of
increased credibility. Now, a
customer can see that they’re not
just engaging a [small and medium
enterprise (SME)], they’re engaging
a SME working in collaboration
with one of the biggest tech
companies in the world.”
Chief marketing officer, EMEA ISV

framework, a composite ISV partner, and a ROI
analysis that illustrates the areas financially affected.
The composite organization is representative of the
10 companies that Forrester interviewed and has the
following characteristics:


Regional, cloud-native ISV with $5 million in
gross revenues across 20 customers.



Sells a horizontal big data solution built as a
cartridge using the Automation Portfolio.
Key composite characteristics
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Regional, cloud-native ISV
with $5M in revenue across 20
customers
Embeds the Automation
Portfolio
5

Analysis Of ISV Revenue Streams
How to quantify the revenue streams of a Cloud Paks ISV

SUBSCRIPTION GROSS PROFITS
Most ISVs interviewed for this study had unique and
valuable IP leveraging technologies like AI, ML, and

subscription revenues should be calculated based on
the weighted average blended margin across all of
these go-to-market avenues.

IoT. However, without the right partner to align with,
these ISVs lacked the sales and marketing engine
required to effectively take their solutions to market at
scale. By aligning with IBM and Cloud Paks, these
ISVs acquired the install base of IBM and IBM’s deep
technical expertise in areas such as automation, AI,
and open source deployments through Red Hat
OpenShift. As a result of these natural synergies,
Cloud Paks ISVs expect a significant uplift in lead
and opportunity generation over the next 12 to 24
months, with some ISVs expecting a 200% uplift in
gross subscription revenues over the next year
through co-selling and co-marketing activities.

“IBM is known for its customer
relationships, and they sell and
understand software. Our
relationship is still early-stage, but
it’s definitely working. They’re
forwarding the names of potential
accounts and then it’s a group
effort to close the deal from there.”
CEO, global ISV

In addition to gaining access to more potential
opportunities, ISVs also mentioned benefitting from a
shorter sales cycle and a higher win rate on leads.
While the long-term benefits on these two metrics is
to be determined, initial estimates show a 30% uplift
in conversion rate and a 78% reduction in average
sales cycle duration. By leveraging IBM’s existing

ISVs expect up to a 200%
uplift in gross subscription
revenues over the next 12
to 24 months

networks and sales contacts, ISVs reached the right
audiences within a customer organization while
delivering a joint value proposition highlighting the
advantages of both IBM and the ISV’s technologies.
Multiple ISVs suggested that simply attaching the
IBM brand to their product significantly strengthened
the value proposition to prospects, leading to
increased overall conversion rates.
ISVs plan to generate leads and opportunities across
multiple avenues, including direct sales efforts, coselling and marketing with IBM, and IBM and other
third party ecosystem referrals. Each of these
avenues carries a unique revenue sharing or cost
structure, and thus the gross margin for overall
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ANALYSIS OF PARTNER REVENUE STREAMS

How To Calculate: Subscription Gross Profits
Ref.

Metric

A1

Total customer accounts

A2

Churned customer accounts

A3

Total customer accounts, net of churn

A4

Percentage of deals attributable to IBM coselling, co-marketing, or ecosystem
opportunities

A5

Total deals attributable to IBM co-selling,
co-marketing, or ecosystem opportunities

A6

Average annual subscription revenue per
customer

A7

Annual subscription revenue

A8

Gross margin

At

Subscriptions gross profit

Calculation

Values

A1-A2

A3*A4

A3*A6

A7*A8

IBM CLOUD PAKS SERVICES GROSS PROFITS
While acquiring recurring subscription customers was
the primary goal for interviewed ISVs, all partners

partnership, multiply the incremental deals generated
(B1) by the blended average deal size (B2) and
margin (B4) across all service types.

recognized the holistic benefit of becoming a Cloud
Paks ISV, including generating additional service
engagements from subscription customers. Services
ranged from implementations and basic customer
service to highly embedded managed services,
training and certification, and strategy and
roadmapping services. Most ISVs delivered their own
implementation services due to the complexity of
these engagements and thus each net-new deal
generated through the Cloud Paks partnership also
represented an incremental services engagement.

“From an engineering perspective,
IBM can build net-new integrations
quicker, better, and more at scale
than we ever could. Add to that the
ability to be cloud-agnostic with
Red Hat OpenShift and that alone
makes this partnership worth it.”
Chief marketing officer, EMEA ISV

ISVs also benefitted from increasing the overall
efficiency and margins associated with their services.
They used existing Cloud Paks integrations to quickly
connect to customer tools or collaborated with IBM to
rapidly create net-new integrations where they did not
exist before. When calculating the incremental

Average deployment down
from 3 to 4 months to 2 to
4 weeks

services revenue attributable to the Cloud Paks

THE PARTNER OPPORTUNITY FOR IBM CLOUD PAKS
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ANALYSIS OF PARTNER REVENUE STREAMS

How To Calculate: IBM Cloud Paks Services Gross Profits
Ref.

Metric

Calculation

B1

New subscription customers driven
by IBM co-selling, co-marketing, or
ecosystem opportunities

A5CY-A5PY

B2

Average services deal size

B3

Services revenue

B4

Gross margin

Bt

Services gross profits

Values

B1*B2

B3*B4

FLEXIBILITY: BECOMING CLOUD AGNOSTIC
At the time of the interviews, interviewed ISVs had
not yet had the opportunity realize the full benefits of
becoming a Cloud Paks partner. ISVs recognized
that the ability to become fully cloud agnostic and
deploy their software across any environment could
open up a multitude of different opportunities in the
near future, though. Cloud management with Cloud
Paks meant that organizations could securely
manage and govern applications from a central
platform without cloud-specific knowledge. This
meant that organizations could spend less time and
resources hiring or training cloud-specific talent and
more time developing and improving their
applications. At the same time, ISVs accessed new
customers and deployed their solutions at scale

“The biggest benefit for us with
Cloud Paks is becoming cloud
agnostic. We don’t want to be
caught on the back end trying to
certify ourselves against new
Kubernetes platforms. Our one
goal has been to have the ability to
sell to any tier one organization
without having to worry about
which cloud technology they
procure since we’d know that we
would be ready and available to
integrate with that cloud
technology immediately.”
Head of strategic alliances, global ISV

without individually configuring applications for
complex hybrid, multi cloud environments. These
ISVs estimated that a significant driver of future
growth could come simply from the ability to
effortlessly scale their applications, accelerating time
to adoption, usage, and ultimately monthly recurring
revenues.
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Analysis Of Partner Investments
Quantified investment data as applied to the composite

robotic process automation or machine learning and

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
All ISVs underwent initial integration work to adopt
Cloud Paks for their application, including certifying
their applications for readiness, testing, and demoing.
The time and man hours required to complete these
steps and make their application market ready varied

will require additional development efforts in years
subsequent to the initial integration. When calculating
research and development costs for your
organization, add 25% to the total compensation rate
to account for benefits and corporate overhead.

by organization, but one FTE (across engineering
and PM roles) over three-to four months was typical.
In addition to this initial integration work, some ISVs
also intend to embed additional features of Cloud
Paks that leverage IBM native tools such as Watson
AI into their applications. These ongoing integrations
can help organizations acquire features such as

How To Calculate: Research And Development
Ref.

Metric

C1

Number of development FTEs
required for initial and ongoing
development

C2

Fully-burdened, blended monthly
salary per development FTE

C3

Number of months spent on initial
and ongoing development

Ct

Research and development

Calculation

Values

C1*C2*C3

PRODUCT AND PARTNERSHIP MANAGEMENT
ISV organization typically employed one practice

add 25% to the total compensation rate to account for
benefits and corporate overhead.

manager who oversaw product development efforts,
created and executed on any joint go-to-market
plans, and managed the ongoing relationship with the

.

IBM Cloud Paks team. For some organizations, this
role was a senior cloud architect, while it was the
CEO for others. Interviewed organizations mentioned
that the first year of the partnership demanded the
most time for the practice manager and expect each
subsequent year to require less commitment as the
application matures. When calculating product and
partnership management costs for your organization,
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ANALYSIS OF PARTNER INVESTMENTS

How To Calculate: Product And Partnership Management
Ref.

Metric

D1

Incremental product and partnership
management FTEs employed

D2

Fully-burdened, blended annual
salary per product and practice
management FTE

Dt

Product and partnership
management

Calculation

Initial

(D1*D2)

proposition. As the application scales, however,

SALES AND ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
Because interviewed ISVs were all in the early stages
of the Cloud Paks partnership, organizations had not
yet made significant investments in sales and
account management functions. Several
organizations hired one to two additional account
managers to interact with IBM and jointly target any
prospects from IBM’s install base, but most

organizations recognize that eventually hiring and
training direct sales reps is necessary for augmenting
their overall go-to-market efforts. When calculating
sales and account management costs for your
organization, add 25% to the total compensation rate
to account for benefits and corporate overhead.
.

organizations had not reached the point where they
needed dedicated outbound sales reps who were
fully trained and ready to articulate the joint value

How To Calculate: Sales And Account Management
Ref.

Metric

E1

Incremental sales and account
management FTEs employed

E2

Fully-burdened, blended annual
salary per sales and account
management FTE

Et

Sales and account management

Calculation

Initial

E1*E2

MARKETING

Cloud Paks had featured or were in the process of

Because the ISVs interviewed for this study were still

featuring their applications on the IBM and Red Hat

early in their partnerships, most were still focusing on
mastering their co-selling strategy before making any
significant investments in marketing. ISVs primarily
interacted with their respective Cloud Paks

Marketplaces for self-service access. As these
marketplaces become more widely adopted, ISVs
expect an increasing percentage of leads to come
from these public marketplaces.

counterparts at IBM to access the latest standardized
marketing vernacular, collateral, and sales templates.
Additionally, all ISVs that had extended their IP for
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ANALYSIS OF PARTNER INVESTMENTS

How To Calculate: Marketing
Ref.

Metric

Calculation

F1

Gross app subscription revenues

A7

F2

Marketing expenditure (% of gross
revenues)

Ft

Marketing
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F1*F2
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Financial Summary
CONSOLIDATED PRO FORMA PROFIT AND LOSS (P&L) STATEMENT

Partner Revenue And Margin Opportunity
Ref.

Metric

Calculation

PL1

Annual subscription revenue

A7

PL2

Gross profit

At

PL3

Gross margin

PL2/PL1

PL4

Services revenue

B3

PL5

Services gross profit

Bt

PL6

Services gross margin

PL5/PL4

PL7

Cloud Paks practice revenue

PL1+PL4

PL8

Cloud Paks practice gross profit

PL2+PL5

PL9

Cloud Paks practice gross margin

PL8/PL7

PL10

Research and development

Ct

PL11

Product and partnership management

Dt

PL12

Sales and account management

Et

PL13

Marketing

Ft

PL14

Total operating expenses

PL10+PL11+
PL12+PL3

PL15

Operating income

PL2-PL14

PL16

Operating margin

PL15/PL1
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Appendix A: Total Economic
Impact
Total Economic Impact is a methodology developed

PRESENT VALUE (PV)

by Forrester Research that enhances a company’s

The present or current value of

technology decision-making processes and assists
vendors in communicating the value proposition of
their products and services to clients. The TEI
methodology helps companies demonstrate, justify,
and realize the tangible value of IT initiatives to both

(discounted) cost and benefit estimates
given at an interest rate (the discount
rate). The PV of costs and benefits feed
into the total NPV of cash flows.

senior management and other key business
stakeholders.

NET PRESENT VALUE (NPV)

TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT APPROACH

The present or current value of

Benefits represent the value delivered to the

(discounted) future net cash flows given

business by the product. The TEI methodology

an interest rate (the discount rate). A

places equal weight on the measure of benefits and

positive project NPV normally indicates

the measure of costs, allowing for a full examination

that the investment should be made,

of the effect of the technology on the entire

unless other projects have higher NPVs.

organization.
Costs consider all expenses necessary to deliver the
proposed value, or benefits, of the product. The cost
category within TEI captures incremental costs over
the existing environment for ongoing costs
associated with the solution.
Flexibility represents the strategic value that can be

RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI)
A project’s expected return in

percentage terms. ROI is calculated by
dividing net benefits (benefits less costs)
by costs.

obtained for some future additional investment
building on top of the initial investment already made.
Having the ability to capture that benefit has a PV

DISCOUNT RATE

that can be estimated.

The interest rate used in cash flow

Risks measure the uncertainty of benefit and cost

time value of money. Organizations

estimates given: 1) the likelihood that estimates will
meet original projections and 2) the likelihood that
estimates will be tracked over time. TEI risk factors

analysis to take into account the
typically use discount rates between
8% and 16%.

are based on “triangular distribution.”
PAYBACK PERIOD
The initial investment column contains costs incurred at “time
0” or at the beginning of Year 1 that are not discounted. All
other cash flows are discounted using the discount rate at the
end of the year. PV calculations are calculated for each total
cost and benefit estimate. NPV calculations in the summary
tables are the sum of the initial investment and the
discounted cash flows in each year. Sums and present value
calculations of the Total Benefits, Total Costs, and Cash Flow
tables may not exactly add up, as some rounding may occur.
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The breakeven point for an investment.
This is the point in time at which net
benefits (benefits minus costs) equal
initial investment or cost.
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Appendix B: Endnotes
1

Source: Jay McBain, “What I See Coming For The Channel: 2021,” Forrester Blogs
(https://go.forrester.com/blogs/what-i-see-coming-for-the-channel-2021/).
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